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To the President of the Senate and the 
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The Honorable James Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 

This is a supplement to our report entitled Military Bases: Analysis of 
DOD’s Recommendations and Selection Process for Closures and 
Realignments (oAo/NsLu&f%i73, Apr. 15,1993). 

Many interested parties, including Members of Congress, local government 
officials, and private citizens, have sent us correspondence on base 
closures. Several of these letters were from multiple requesters and 
included attachments of data, analyses, and/or evaluations. Additionally, 
some were delivered as part of a briefing or explanatory presentation. 

In some instances, the letters and material provided useful leads. In other 
cases, the materials add support to issues we were actively pursuing. We 
were not able to follow up on many of the issues or points because of the 
limited time available to us. However, we believe that the letters and 
materials may be helpful to the Commission as it considers the proposed 
closures and realignments. Consequently, we are providing all of the 
letters and materials to the Commission for consideration. Appendix I 
contains copies of the letters and some of the materials we received. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen, Senate and House 
Committees on Armed Services and Subcommittees on Defense, Senate 
and House Committees on Appropriations; individual Members of a 
Congress; and the Secretaries of Defense, the Army, the Navy, and the Air 
Force. We will also make copies available to others on request. 
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This supplement was prepared under the direction of Donna M. Heivilin, 
Director, Defense Management and NASA Issues, who may be reached on 
(202) 61243412 if you or your staff have any questions. 

F. Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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Appendix I 

Letters and Other Material Received on 
Proposed Base Closures and Realignments 

13 March 1999 

General .kcoc!nti.nq Off Ice 
441 G St.. N. W. 
Washing ton. DC 20548 

Dear Comptroller General, 

I now work ,for the Defense Contract Management District 
Mad-Atlantic (DCMDM) in South Philadelphia. Yesterday, it was 
announced that our facility was being realigned as a part of the 
new round of base closures. 

I feel anqry and betrayed. I'm writing to ask for your support in 
reversing or modifying the total Philadelphia recommended 
closures/realignments. 

.My facility is a District Headquarters for Defense contract 
administration. Our eastern boundaries cover the states from New 
Jersey south through the end of Virginia at the North Carolina 
line. Our western boundaries are from Detroit south to the end of 
West Virginia. We are the headquarters for the second largest 
number of con,tracts and dollars within the current five contract 
administration Districts. No other existing District office can 
claim the diversity of contract types, contractors, commodities, 
and major weapon systems programs. Whatever DOD buys or whatever 
item is made in the USA, we administer a contract for it somewhere 
in the Mid-A,tlantic District. For example, we administer 
contracts for tanlrs, track.ed vehicles, trucks, postal vans, 
helicopters, guidance systems, radars, clothing and textiles. 
medical supplies, air defense systems, Jamming devices, radios. 
apeciallty machined goods, studies, think.-tank proposals, state of 
the art technologies. electronic components, aircraft engines, 
missile guidance systems, warheads3 torpedoes - just to name a 
few. The two offices slated to assume our work don’ t have even 
half that range of products and services. We deal with the 
Fortunes 3130 companies like Martin Marietta, General Dynamics, GE, 
Baesng, IBM, ITT, Westinghouse as well as small and medium sized 
compan les. Our District has always administered the greatest 
number of cost contract-, and has resolved the greatest number of 
cost accounting standards issues. 

I recount these facts and figures to give you a sense of the 
diverse work.ing b:nowledge that the DCMDM staff has acquit-ed ,to be 
mission successful. About four years. our geography and scope 
of responsibility quadrupled. We assimilated that increased 
work.load without significant staff increases. In the Philadelphia 
District staff office, we have always met the challenge of doing 
more with less without risking quality. We have a proven record 
of successfully resolving complicated issues .to best serve the 
Government’s interest. We have been a driving force behind many 
successful DLA initiatives. More ,than half of the DCMDM staff has 
participated In and conducted projects for our headquarters office 
in Cameron Station r VA since they lacked the depth of 
understanding and required technical expertise to do the job. 
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Appendix I 
Letters end Other Mat.mW Received on 
Proposed Base Closurer end Bealignments 

rage 2 of 3 

Our ProPosed closure 1s not only an economic loss to the 
Philadelphia area; but, a loss to the quality and professionalism 
of government and the Department of Defense. No existing contract 
admlnistrxtlon headquarters can successfully execute oversight 
responslbillties and lend the needed degree of technical guidance 
wi,th the span of con,trol which is being proposed by this base 
closure) particularly wzth the void of technical knowledge and 
expertise o,f the agency headquarters staff at Cameron Station, VA. 
Further, what is saved in manpower will be lost in travel costs 
and bad decision mak.ing. 

There must be a way to reduce needless ,functions and still retain 
the current 5 District boundaries. I have several streamlining 
ideas which are probably too numerous to outline here. I'm 
willang to elaborate upon request. My ideas include such items as 
the elimination 0.f the total quality manayement (TOM) initiatives, 
all internal monthly reporting systems, the program status 
databasc(PSD)system. (By the way, the PSD system is an electronic 
system to report status on a very limited number (less than 130) 
programs to OSD. So far, it has cost the agency over 81 million.in 
a software development contract and another 61 million in agency 
wide resources to support prototyping o,f the system. After a vear 
and half. the sy-, tem still doesn ’ t work, and it does not provide 
the detail nor accuracy of the paper system which it has replaced. 
Another 61 million .follow on contract is being contemplated to 
correct the problems with the current software version.) 

I understand that our future was allied with that of our 
“landlord”, Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC). DPSC' 5 
functions as well as the func,tions of the Defense Industrial 
Supply Center (DISC) and Aviation Supply Office (AS01 are being 
moved to New Cumberland and Mechanicsburg, PQ. Obviously, those 
Jobs are critical to the national defense. It is just plain 
stuoid, to recreate an organ*zation in a totally different 
locakion. No amoun-t OS; savings will ever Justify the collective 
experience and technical knowledge which is being loot with those 
planned moves. Moves and consolidation of critical functions jUSt 
don’t improve or retain the quality of those functions. This is a 
lesson which should have been learned with the consolidation of 
the DLA f lnance of ficcs at the Defense Finance and Accounting 
Center (DFAS) in Columbus, Ohio. DFAS has been paying more prompt 
payment interest in a typical month ,that the -total prompt payment 
interest pald annuaily by al 1 those finances offices whose 
functions DF&S assumed. Let’s not repeat the DFfXi debacle. I 
don’t believe the Harrisburg area has several thousand people with 
the procurement expertise to fill the jobs being moved there. 
Further r I can.t believe the Harrisburg metropolitan area is more 
depressed than the Philadelphia metropolitan area. In addition to 
the proposed closure or downs;zinq of the Navy Yard, MC Guire 
Air Force Base.. Fort Dix b Will.ow Grove, DPSC, DCMDM, DISC, and 
ASO, Philadelphia has been losing private sector Jobs at an 
alarming pace like GE, Campbell’s, Mrs. Paul’s, Whitman 
Chocolates. In zase you did not recall, Philadelphia iri teetering 
on khe edge of bankruptcy. This move might push UP over the edge. 
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Appendix I 
L&tan and Other lbterhi Becelved on 
PropoMd Bue Clomrer amd ReJignmenta 

I believe that economies could be achieved without losing 9(300 
jobs in Philadelphia. Further, those economies could be extended 
nationwide and worldwide if we simply eliminate needless 
functions. Let’s eliminate the frills and all the effort to 
support ,the Government bureaucracy. We don’t need TOM and fancy 
computer svstems to award and administer defense contracts. 
Fllthough it is a nice benefit, we don’t need to pay 100% of after 
hours college and graduate courses. We don ’ t need to attend 
expensive executive seminars. We don’t need extensive public 
affairs staffs and agency human interest magazines. Nor 30 we 
need to prepare extensive ,formal briefings for the executive staff 
on a regular basis. We don’t need duplicate reports, multiple 
layered management chains, mariagement vision statements I and 
tactical plans. What we need is to eliminate the Military in the 
critical DL.A dec:i.sion making processes (since they are never 
forced to live with the consequences of their bad decisions1 and 
make civilian managers accountable for their actions. 

I know this letter is running rather long but I needed to outline 
the facts fully so you could understand my point of view. I’m 
willing to provide further details as need. I thank you for your 
time and I hope you can do something to reverse the base closure 
decisron. 
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Lettam rod Other Matarhl Received on 
Propomd Bue Clorumr md lkeLerlignmenta 

%hited States senate 
126 RUSSELL OFFICE BUILDING 

WASHINGTON, DC 201104002 
202-224-8121 

March 15, 1993 

Mr. Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
441 G Street, NW 
Room 025 
Washington D.C., 20548 

Dear Mr. Boweherr 

As you and your staff begin what I know will be a thorough 
review of the FY 93 proposals for Base Closure, I request that you 
pay particular attention to the methodology, analytical data, and 
rationale provided by the Navy to support their recommendations. 
According to my understanding of the process, the Navy is required to 
conduct comparative analysis among type installations, which should 
support their final recommendations. It is my belief that the Navy 
cannot eetablish a clear, objective case for a number of their 
recommendations. 

In the caee of Naval Shipyards, following the clearly 
establiehed evaluation requirements, the Navy should be able to 
present data which shows the Charleston Shipyard less efficient and 
less valuable thar. the 7 Shipyards remaining in the Navy inventory. 
I flatly do not believe that to be the case, and my belief is based 
on more than parochial opinion. I assert that a one-on-one 
comparison between the Charleston Shipyard and other comparable 
nhigyarda left unaffectod.in.thi.9 proposal, will show Charleston's 
efficiency and economic benefit to the taxpayer to be superior. The 
supporting data provided to me by the Navy doe8 not make a clear case 
for their recommendations for Shipyards nor for Naval Stations. 

Accordingly, I request that in addition to the overall review 
you will provide to the Congress , you provide directly to me a 
summary of your findings concerning the validity of the Navy's 
justification for its proposals regarding both Shipyards and Naval 
Stations. 

With warmest personal regards, I am 
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Appendix1 
Lettmo and Other Material Beceived on 
Proposed Base Clornrer and EmUgnmen~ 

Hr. Robart Xayara 
Gonaral Aoaounting Olfiaa 
441 G Btrmat, N.W., ROom 5100 
Washington, D.C. 101340 
Daar Bob: 

In 1991 tha Pantagon aubmittad the following ooot-to-cloma figures 
to the Barb Cloaura Commimmion. 

Plattmburqh-427 million 
llarkadala--9-$198.5 million 
Griffisa-----$220.1 million 
XOGUirO--NO Oomt to aloaa ainar air mobility baaaa ware rxmmpt, 

In 1993, tha Pentagon rulumitted the following oort-to-alosa figuram 
to tha Baaa Closure Commiaaion. 

Plattaburgh--4114 million 
sarkrdalr----a667 million 
Griffimr -----cl416 rnillibh 
Idamire------b300 million 
Ploaaa nota that tha jump in tha Plattoburqh figure i8 over 4 them. 

Tha jump in tha barkadala figuro ir 3 timar. Pinally, the figure for 
Griffiaa ianlt even doublad. Tha two baros above with tha bigqmmt jumpa 
in oomt-to-oloro arm tha on88 the Pantrgon ham piokad to koap open. what 
makas ma l mpiaiou8 of thr Pantagon numbarr for 1993 ir tha fact that in 
1991 tha low aort-to-aloma and iramodiata 
l ama bamm, Barkmdale and PlattBburqh, ! 

ayback poaaibilitiam made these 
pr 10a targetr for olomure. of 

furthor intar88t 18 the fast that thr barnas with tha biggamt jumps in 
ooat-to-olo88 hava flying tnimriona, the aheapart thingm to move. 
Grifflrr AFB, ham bombarm, tankOra the Rome Lab, tha 485th EIG, and 
WORAD l Exoept for tha flyinq miaa~on at Griffimm, tha ramaining 
faailitio8 arm l xtrmmely l xponoiva to clome. If tha Barkmdale ooat-to- 
oloaa jumpm 3 tima8, Platt8burqh 4 timar, than in aaamnca, thm comt-to- 
alor@ Oriffiaa should hava multiplied at leaat nix fold. 

I'm asking the Qbnaral AOOountinq OfFice (OAO) to take a olora look 
at the Pantaqon(8 1993 oort-to-oloma fiquraa of tha four bamaa. 
Somathing ir amirr. 

In the Pantaqon announoamont, tha runway at Griffimm if6 closed and 
Plattrburqh ir namad tha mobility bame of tha Eart. As you know, 
Oriffiaa takoa oarm of tha daploymant of Fort Drum personnol and 
l quipmont under thm SIOP. If Olrttoburqh iu to ba tha mobility base in 
the Emt, the @XtbnbiOn of tha runway at Fort DrUm, from 5,000 to 10,000 
feat to aooommodata airlift crirorhft for future deploymante, baoome8 
naoamary, ainoa Fort Drum prrmonnel and aquipmont oan't go to 
Plattaburqh (raaotion tima) a Tha aoat of the axtanrion than bacomes a 
part of the aoat-to-aotablirh Plattrburqh, am the mobility base. General 
Carl Franklin, of the Pentaqon Base Cfoeura, agreed. 
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Appendix I 
Letten and Other MaWial Received on 
Propoeed Bue Closures mad Realilpuaent.8 

Pap Two 
Blr, Robmrt WOy~~8, OAO 

Ourmral Franklin told ~8 at the blarah 15, 1993 briefing, Qrlffirc 
AFB, that th8 oart of l xtondin 
I find that figure to be ufibol. evably low. Eepmoirlly in view of tha f 

the runway at Fort Drum wa8 $23 million. 

faot that the Fort Drum runway al8o need8 to ba mtrongthened to handle 
hwwy airlift airoraft. Inaident8lly, General Hall, New York Btatr 
National Guard, l tatrd that the Guard oannot crorao over to Griffiar AFB 
and ret up aontrol towor faoilitio8 tn thm timr frrma roquirmd in the 
BIOP for deplopant of Fart Drum unite. 

I’m amking thr QAC to determine the real aomt to l xtond and 
l trongthmn thm runway at Fort Drum to inoludm taxiway, lighting, eta. 
requirad for FAA aortifioation. Wo are fnfornmd that the aomt i#i more 
lilco $67 million. 

I brliovo that the Air Force Sr grorrly undorrstimating tha oort it 
will inour in drploying tha Army'8 10th Mountain Divirion swiftly in tha 
went of a national l ergeney, onca QriffI88 AFB im olo8od. Transgorting 
that division ir an Air Form mi88ion $orfornod at Grifflsa, and in my 
view Usa readinwr oporation8 and maintananaa aout of moving th@ 
divirion quiokly have not bean mada a part of the aort8-to-alosm 
Oriffimr. 

In the Pmtaqon announcmnont tha Air Foram prop0888 to move tha 
485th Enginorrhg Inrtallationr orcug from Qriffirm AFB, to Hill AFB, 
Ogden, Utah. Am you may know, the 426th EIG im raeponaiblm for thm 
l ginoering and in8tallation of aommuniaationr qulpmmnt throughout the 
Northorn U.S., Canada, EUrOpa, and the Near Eant, 
of thr E&f oonnnunlaationr l qui 

Thmy aooompliah 49.58 
ment 

thrfr workload ir ovwseaa. TK 
of the Air Forao. Fifty gorcent of 

l 485th, at Griffirr, im olore to the 
Pentagon mnd Andrmwr AFB, who are two of their prim ourtommro &nd hound 
with the Romm kboratory, thm mupar lab for (CX). When (Ionera Franklin 
war rakrd how tb mva of the 485th EIG to Hill AFB 8avee thr Pentagon 
money, hir rerponra wa8 that tha raving8 to tha Pentagon is in tha O&M 
aorta of alo8ing the Griffia8 runway , removing all support parsonnel, and 
fonoing in the Rozns Laboratory. 

It ie diffioult for ma to 8am how thm Air Forae ia 8aving money by 
moving thm 485th EIQ to Utah. It will now take the englnemr8 at lea8t 
two daym mom of trawl time, TRY l xpanoe, and tram1 expense, ju8t to 
gmt to the ram job aitrr a8 batore. Furthormoro, part of the Pentagon 
announaement har tha 1849th Elratronicr Inntallation squadron moving From 
MuClallan AFB to Hill UB, Utah to aonmolidatm with the 48lrt.h EIO. Now 
that Moclollan AFB ham baen taken off the DOD olo8Ure li#f, this 
aonrolidatfon paulcage ha8 been dirrupt8d. 

Can thm GAO determine how much more the move and operation (annual 
bari8) of th* 485th EIG from Griffirr AFB to Hill AFB will coat tha DOD? 

Attach86 ir & oopy of General Franklin’u ohart on Wo8ta to 
Eetablieh~~. It ir not a aomt/benmfit analyoL8r it i8 a aomt analysir. 
Howwer, evmn the cost nuanbmrm fail to ahow any relationrhip to tha 1993 
Barm Clorurm Report to the Comiaolon (for example the cloruro coat of 
Plattrbuqh ia 8tated a8 $28.8 million net 8114 million. It ir 
intorm8ting to not@ that thm nurnbmr of $25.8 million ie oloeor to that 
umad in tha 1991 olo8urr atudy of $27 million and oasts into deubt ths 
barim for thm new Plattsburgh cloauro number. 
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Lettmu and Other Bfatmial Received on 
Propoeed Beee Clomuee md l&alignmente 

Page Threm 
Mr. Robart Meyeru, QAO 

Thir table domItt nurpriro anyone. If, for axample, you review the 
Air Force’s methodology for comparison, aa presented by Umneral Franklin, 
it state8 ar one of ita critoriat nacnnpare coats of kaeping and 
daveloping aach bars to oatiafy miumion~, 
coatr and bsnefitr. 

Thin, an opporod to comparing 

violacod. 
It ia porsible that major OMB requirementa have been 

I would like to know if thin table or chart forwarded to the Base 
Closure Commirrion and tho QAO. Door thin chart analysis 
circular A-947 Can X accenm the GAO ar you audit thie 

cm ly with OME4 
Linanc al data? P 

Have baaa clorura rsquiremnts baan violatad? 

Binally let ma say that I hope that the QAO would analyze the Air 
Force prsferanco for one baaa, 
driving the closure decieionr. 

one mission, one bona, which is the policy 

mimion bauan, 
The Air Force roaently preferred multiple 

such aa Qriffiso, am the Navy and Army still do, where 
operations and maintenance coats aan be rproad over many functions. 
Uriffirr ham been a multiple misrion baeo, and what had been one of its 
chiaf rtrmn thr hao now become a major liability, in the eyes of mrne 
people with n f the Air Force, because of the now preference. 

With warmast regardm, 
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Lettam and Other Mat&al Received on 
Propoeed Bue Clorurer and Ikmlignmen~ 

Congrefa of t$t Mafttb Watti 
~ouu of %t#tirtukrtfbt$ 

Warbtngton, 1p& 20525-3223 
ADDENDUM 

March a3, 1993 

m. Robert #@yam 
Qenarrl Aooounting Offioa 
441 G BtraOt, WeWe, Room 1100 
WaahingtOn, D.C. 10148 

Dear Bob8 
I apalogim Lar leaving out on0 important irrur in my earlier 

oorrorpondonom to you today, but I want to bring an important matter to 
your attention that ii contained in thr Dopartmant of the Air For00 
Analymm and Rooomnondatione, Voluno V. 

Phase noto on pag8 17, amogrephiaally Koy/#irrion Eamontial 
Exolurionr, Kirtland AFB, Naw Uoxiao: gupportr rovWa1 irraplaoaablm 
romarah and tasting Faoiliti.8 l maontial to DOD, DOE and uthor 
govwmontal aganoiaa (Phtllipa Lab). On pago 18, Wright-Patterron APB, 
Ohio8 Uniguo aombination of organiadtionr and faoilitier rupporting 
aaro8 a00 ramoaroh, QWalOpm~nt, and aoguimition and Headquartera AFMC 
(wrfg t Cab). On papa 23, R Catagory/GuMatogory Exalurions, Bubtitlm 
IndurtrialfTbohnioal Support Category-Product Cdar and Laboratory 
Buboategoryr Brook8 AFB, Toxar, human l ginmering reeoarch (Armstrong 
Lab) . 

Thrum of thm four Air Forae barar oontainin 
lab8 wmro exotudrd from olo~ura/roaligIun~nt oon8 1 

tha Air Foroe rupar 
duration booaure of the 

importmoo of thair rorraroh aativitimm. Roma Lab, thr C31 rrrmaroh and 
tenting faoility of Mb Air Form, did not roooiva the mamo trmationt. 
Why? The Air Force, after an l xhaumtivr rtudy, oonrolidatod all of it8 
raroaroh aativitlo8 into 4 8upw lab8 with an announommont on Novunbrr 
17, 1990. Rome Lab, Wiffirr APB, is tha c31 muper lab. 

with warnwt rmgardm, 
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Appendix I 
Lettmu and Other Mbwial Received on 
Proposed Base Clomrer and Realignmenta 

lameda Naval Complex P.O. Box 1704 Alameda, CA 94501 

March 24, 1993 

Charles A. Bowsher, Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Subject: COmentS on 1993 Navy Base Closure Selection Process 
- Naval Air Station and Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda 

Enclosures: (1) Military Value Matrix for Naval Aviation Depots 
(2) Naval Air Systems Command memo AIR 4221A/1091 

dated 19 Feb 1991 

The following information is provided for GAO's consideration and 
investigation of the 1993 base closure process. Our organization 
has worked closely with Alameda County (Calif.) officials over the 
past three years to articulate the compelling case for retaining the 
Alameda naval complex. We welcome GAO's involvement 'in the process 
and stand ready to assist in any way we can. 

1. PROBLEMS WITE OBTAIWING DATA. 

Attempts to obtain information from the Navy using the 
contact listed in the Navy’s report have been unsuccessful. We were 
told to request data via the Freedom of Information Act. Thus, the 
ready availability of closure data is in itself a process problem that 
needs to be addressed. By the time that interested parties obtain the 
information needed, the GAO process is over, the Commission hearings 
are over, and the bases are closed! 

We have reviewed the official Navy clpsure report to the 
Commission, -ions (Volyme IV) (March 
1993). This report, though claiming to be a comprehensive study, 
fails to provide the specific "matrices" and methods of analysis 
used to determine the military value of an installation. We were 
able to obtain enclosure (11, which we believe is the military 
value matrix used for evaluating Naval Aviation Depots (NADEPs), 
through other channels. As discussed later on, this matrix 
contains either outright errors or inappropriate weightings which 
(1) unfairly lowered NADEP Alameda's military value; and (2) 

artificially inflated the value of other NADEPs. 

2. BISTORICAL BIAS AGAINST ALAMEDA 

q Inetructioas received indicate that Alameda 
reports are to be done ia favor of closure." 
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The preceding statement, contained in an internal Navy memo 
(enclosure 2) during the previous closure round (19911, shows the 

bias against NAS/NADEP Alameda that has existed for some years 
within certain parts of the Navy establishment. 

The exposure of this memo coupled with the lack of documentation 
or justification on the part of the Navy in 1991, helped result 
in NAS/NADEP Alameda being removed from the 1991 list submitted 
to the Closure Commission. This year's list of Bay Area 
navy bases is nothing but a rerun of the 1990 closure attempt and 
the aborted 1991 attempt - re-packaged in a new 'comprehensive 
study" wrapping for 1993. 

The history of the Navy's attempts to close NAS/NADEP Alameda 
since 1990 clearly shows an anti-Alameda bias. The 1993 Navy 
process is documented in its report (Vol. IV). However, what 
isn't shown in the report is that the same Navy captain that 
signed enclosure (2) was w directly involved as the 
person who coordinated input of data into the Navy's COBRA model. 

We do not claim that this individual on his own is responsible 
for the bias shown against Alameda. Rather, it is obvious that 
this is coming from much higher within the Navy's chain-of- 
command, and he was just following orders. Hafever, it is 
certainly inappropriate that someone who wae knowingly or 
unknowingly a pert of a previous biased effort to close a 
facility is once again placed *in the loopIn 

3. METHODS OF AUALYSIS AND/OR DATA APPEARS TO RAVS BERN 
MANIPULATED 

Recent history, coupled with the Navy's admission that it used 
"military judgement" to select its closure candidates rather than 
an empirical evaluation of military value and future strategic 
needs, that causes us to look at the data and process with 
apprehension. Our review of the data indicates that facilities 
were targeted fir&, and data Wade to fitn later. 

For example on page two of the NADEP military value matrix 
(enclosure (1) 1, the first two questions of the Cost section are 
given a point value of 3.7 points each. These questions were not 
asked in any of the Data Calls requested of the NADEPs, nor is it 
clear of what specific value the information is to making a 
closure decision. What is clear is that the questions and the 
weighting assigned them give the NADEPs at Cherry Point and 
Jacksonville 7.4 points each out of the rr66n and "65" points 
total each received in being rated the two top NADEPs on 
"military value." 

It is also unclear as to why "Cost" criteria are given high 
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weights of 3.7 points, while under "Strategic Concerns" there are 
just three questions weighted at 1.68, 0.20, and 1.68 points 
respectively. Neither Jacksonville nor Cherry Point is co- 
located with a deepwater port, nor was the question even 
considered as a strategic concern. 

mAlameda, the only certified nuclear carrier homeport on 
the west coast, somehow receives a lower military value rating 
than facilities that do not even exist (Everett, WA) 1. There is 
obviously something wrong with a process that rates long-standing 
strengths such as deepwater ports, adjacent airfield facilities, 
and nuclear carrier capability as either excess or not of value 
militarily. 

Additional examples are: 

1. Alameda closure scenarios contained in the Navy’s 1990 and 
1991 closure efforts, are now re-introduced in the form of the 
POM outyear data used to drive 1993 decisions. For example, the 
NADEP military value matrix question No. 5a correctly gives NADEP 
Alameda credit for having missile repair capability. Question Sb 
however, does not give credit in the POM outyears. 

POM outyear projections can slant military value analysis for any 
targeted facility by assuming capability dis-establishment at 
that site, reducing their workload and thereby diminishing 
military value. Question Sb had a value of 1.61 points, not 
given to Alameda. 

2. In the Equipment and Facilities section, NADEP Alameda 
was not given credit for having "...special facilities, 
equipment, or skills to perform aircraft repairs" (qubstlon 4~); 
engine repairs (question 6~); component repairs (question 7c); or 
aircraft modifications (10~). These capabilities do exist 
at NADEP Alameda, and the specific data call responses from NADEP 
Alameda provided many pages of documentation proving this. An 
additional 6.43 points should have been credited to NADEP Alameda 
for these questions. 

4. NAVY’S DATA COLLECTION PROCESS WAS FLAWED 

Those with the greatest technical knowledge about a facilities 
unique capabilities and value (the bases themselves) were 
routinely given just a few days to one week to answer a series of 
detailed "Data Calls." The data was sent (for Naval Aviation 
Depots) to Patuxent River MD for further analysis and input, and 
then on to the the Navy's BSEC. 

a. As no information was ever sent back to the facilities 
being studied on exactly what was said about them, it is not 
clear as to whether data was either changed, omitted, or added to 

A 
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present an incorrect picture about a facility's value. 

b. The Navy's certification process does not guarantee a 
fair and impartial process. It instead guaranteed that those who 
would make the final decision would be the ones who l'certified" 
the data. 

C. Though we do not yet have concrete proof, we have been 
told that data certified at lower levels of the Navy process, was 
altered. 

5. LACK OF CIVILIAN RFVIEW 

An assumption that was inherent in the base closing process was 
that there would always be a review of military recommendations 
by the proper civilian authority within both the Department of 
the Navy and DOD. However, this was not the case for the 1993 
round of closures, and was a major factor in the targeting of the 
Bay Area's Navy facilities. 

The change of administrations on January 21 coupled with a moved- 
up deadline of 22 February to DOD for individual service 
recommendations provided Navy admirals with the unique 
opportunity to target Bay Area bases without any civilian 
oversight to stop them. The Navy's list was submitted directly 
from Chief of Naval Operations Adm. Kelso to the Secretary of 
Defense. The nlistn was then "leaked" to the pew York Times in 
advance so that Secretary Aspin couldn't remove them without it 
appearing "political.n He couldn't delay the list without 
risking having no closures take place by missing legal deadlines. 
Additionally, Secretary Aspin had little or no staff in place to 
help him review the list and was also in ill health. 

Thus, facilities such as Alameda are in danger of being closed 
with the taxpayers facing a $2 BILLION cost to build replacement 
facilities. Does anyone believe that it is politically nnormalW 
to recommend the closure of all four bases in the district of the 
Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee? In 1995, the 
Clinton administration will have had time to place civilian 
oversight in place to prevent biased lists from being created. 

7iiifYdk 
PAUL S. NAHM 
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Alameda County 

Economic Development Advisory Board 

March 25, 1993 

Mr. Charles A. Bowsher. Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

Subject: Comments on 1993 Navy Base Closure Selection Process 

Enclosure (1) is provided by the Base Retention Committee of the 
Alameda County Economic Development Advisory Board (EDAll) for GAO's 
consideration in their analysis of the Navy's 1993 base closure 

For your information EDAB has been actively involved in 
!hiie:iosure issues for several years and is a public/private 
organization comprised of business, labor, environmental and 
educational groups as well as Alameda County and all fourteen of its 
cities. 

The enclosure, Shortcomings in the Navy's Analysis of Military Value 
and Cost Factors Among West Coast Carrier Facilities, itemizes 
several flaws in the methodology used by the Navy in reaching their 
recommendation to close NAS Alameda and related facilities. These 
include: a) the failure to compare the military value of a homeport 
for nuclear aircraft carriers on a uniform basis; b) inadequate 
accounting of costs: c) failure to adequately recognize the military 
value of facilities that do exist; d) giving credit for military 
value to facilities that don't exist: and, e) lack of an adequate 
cost comparison between the two West Coast facilities that are the 
focal point of the Navy's analysis. 

Among the scoring discrepancies discovered in the Navy's evaluation 
of Alameda facilities is the fact that Alameda was given a score of 2 
for being able to berth a nuclear aircraft carrier because it is a 
Naval Air Station, while Everett was given a score of 10 because it 
is being built as a Naval Station. No credit was given for Alameda's 
two (2) other licensed homeport berths for nuclear carriers. 

If the capability to homeport a nuclear carrier has intrinsic value, 
Alameda should be evaluated on an equal basis with all other 
facllitles capable of homeporting nuclear carriers and should be 
given a score of 30 rather than a score of 2. 

- 
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Charles A. Bowsher. Page 2 

This analysis is prellminary and we continue to refine our information. We 
will forward additional information as it becomes available. Should you have 
questions we would be pleased to provide whatever assistance we can. Thank 
you for your consideration of this matter. 

Don PERATA 
Chair EIJAB 

DP/RGS:040& 
cc: Senator Diane Feinstein 

Senator Barbara Boxer 
Congressman Ron Oellums 
Copeland Hatfield and Lowery 
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JIANNE FEINSTEIN 
‘ wO”Nt* 

WASHINGTON. DC 20510-0604 

March 26, 1993 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accouting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

Under the procedures of Title XXIX of National Defense 
Authorization Act, the General Accounting Office (GAO) plays a 
critical role in the defense base closure and realignment 
process. Pursuant to statute, the GAO is directed to monitor and 
review the analysis done by the Department of Defense (DOD) in 
its recommendations to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
commission. 

As you know, eight major naval installations have been 
recommended for closure in California, and an additional two 
bases (McClellan Air Force Base and the Presidio of Monterey) may 
also be considered for closure in the near future. As a result 
of DOD'S base closure recommendations, over 100,000 jobs and $4.4 
billion in economic activity could be lost in California alone. 
Closures of these facilities will have a significant adverse 
impact on the surrounding communities and the entire region. 

I have attached two memoranda that describe possible flaws 
in the Navy's reasoning process as it related to the 
recommendation to close four Alameda County installations. I 
urge you to carefully review this information, and suggest that a 
complete audit of the Navy's data collection and analysis may be 
warranted. 

Thank you, in advance, for your prompt attention to this 
matter. If I may be of further assistance, please feel free to 
contact me or Robert Mestman of my staff at (202) 224-2743. 

DF:ram 

Enclosures 
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March 31, 1993 

Mr. Robert L. Meyer 
Asoistant Director for Logistics 
General Accounting Office 
Room 5102 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

I am writing to request your review of the enclosed report 
by the Naval Supply Systems Command on the consolidation of the 
Aviation Supply Office and the Ships Parts Control center. 

As you know, on March 12, the Department of Deferme (DOD) 
recommended the closure of the Aviation Supply Office (ASO), 
located in my congressional district in Philadelphia, and its 
relocation to the Ship Parts Control Center (SPCC) in 
Mechanicsburg, PA. The Department of the Navy claims that this 
consolidation would save $102.9 million in reduced excess 
capacity costs over twenty years. 

On August 28, 1992, the Naval Supply Systems Command 
(NAVSUP) was tasked by the Department of the Navy to study the 
merits of consolidating these two facilities. The report 
concludes that such consolidation does not sake sense both from a 
readineas and business perspective. 

I would greatly appreciate your full review of the data, 
analysis, and recommendation8 presented in this report. I 
believe that such a review is needed to determine whether the 
Navy accurately assessed the cost-eff&tivenese of this 
consolidation in its recommendation to DGD. 

I would also like to request a meeting at your earliest 
convenience between you and my Legislative Director, Mark Vieth, 
to discuss these matters further. 

Thank you for attention to theee important matters. If you 
require any additional information, please call Mr. Vieth at 
(202) 225-8251. 

RABJmdv 
Enclosure 

LROBBRT PC; BORSKI 
Member of Congress 
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CUFF STEARNS 
mw-.- 

EMROY AND COMMERCE 
-uI: 
LuIm- 

COUYRL COnsuueR 
llumcnon. Am 
oowrmnveNE8s 

ElKsaYAnoKweR 
ClMiSWN 

Mllrmnv WRIOM~L 
TUK R)RCE 

lw!n1Trl CARC Poucv 
TMK PORCK April 1. lm 

Mr. Robert L Meyer 
A8shnt Diitor ofLogiat& IMues 
U.S. General Accounting Gflla 
4410StmtN.W.,Rmm5102 
wa!dhgton,Dc 24w8 

Dear Mr. Meyer 

Tbmk YOU for meeting with me and my staff to discuaa iwoc~ relating to the General 
Accwotin 
d 

Offia: review of Ihc De-t of the Navy base closure pmaxs. I 
lbcoppwlmitytodiscu8o~yeonmm8 

Air Station Cecil F%ld. 
ngmlimg the Navy s review of Naval 

Aacclrding ICI Navy spok#men. the desire to rrducc maximum CXWM capacity 
throu hoot that sewico was tha driving force behii tbc decision to recommend NAS 
Ckc&iid for closuq. This reoommendatioo was made in spite of tbc fact that 
cxpenaive mllitq conshuctloo at nxxlvln 
rccommcdnte unrtr enrmtly stahed iu 

facilities would be necessary in order to 
CL. ll Piski. 

WC 811: coocemed lbat no cost aMly8is of capacity reduction akemluives was pcrfollnal 
, making it impossible to dctennine the moat truly cost-&kctive cloau~~: 

k!, the Navy did not run cost dctuminations on the akmalive of 
Ckcana, in rpitc of the fact that Oceana scored signiticantly 

lower under military valao ~riwia. 

C&l Field poamm facilities fat expansion and surge cupacity that would be diflicult to 
replicate el.qholc witlloot iacurring aubabmtial addItional u&s@ to the taxpayer. ‘Iht: 
base da0 conld c&y pcccpt new m&ha Cmm alternative r*alippments witbout 
8ignificant milcoo cmta 

While I&I&III of excass capaeit 
defense infrastnultora, milky v aLc 

is clearly a step in Ihe process of reducing the cost of 

detmnin~~~~s. 
and cest-effcctivenc8s should he lhe key 

A GAO review of the Navy’s methodology in rccommendiig the closure 
of Cecil kid could clarify the questions mked by their re.c.ommendatinn. 
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. ROBERT L. MEYER 

FROM: REl’RESENTATlVE CLIFF SIEARNS 

SUBJ: DBPARTMENT OF DEPENSB CLOSURE RECOMlWNDATION 
RBOARDINCI NAVAL AIR STATION CECIL PIJ%.D 

-----II--------------------I.__._------------------------------------ 

Along with Jnckaoovik’s Mayor’s CommisJian on Base &alignment and closure. I have 
mAcwcd the Depnrnnent of Defense recommendations for closing Naval Air Station 
Wl Field as port of the 1993 BRAC proeras. I would lii fo request that the GAO 
review tbc following pcintr in the Navy’s milysk 

0 The Navy did not study alternative realignment options to determine the most 
eest-cffectiw cast coast cmQuradon. In view of lbe rcquinmcnt to spend hundreds of 
millictut of dcllm at temivin 
cpduw ahoold IWO been a 
m~~mb& emt mast No coJt anslyaix of this option 

. 

did not lmalyna the cost-cffectivena and rntilq valua 

In im onaly&, tie Navy nsumea 
&ii Fii 

savinga of $54.7 million per year for chiug 
Oflici& of the Jnekxontille’r hplle &sun commission have atati the 

anmml open&g budget lar Cedl FWd at $10.3 million. Tbii would cenult in a rcmm on 
&~ntofmara~3Oyean,8soppoecdtouw:6yuua~ruedbythe~. 

Tha Iactors included in the Jacksonville snalysis - fixad COMB related strictly to 
operating C&l Find: dvilian employeea, utilities. facility maintahmce and vehicle 
CONS. Tbe other eosu of opemtkm RI Ccdl would either be eliminated altogcthcr or 
rqdicalcd clmwhem. leaulung in 00 net wingY idled 00 clwing CociL 

adng futrrn civilian cncmsctuncnt at Cecil Field are largely 
y compared to already-existing problems at MCAS Cherry POjnl 

The Navy qxnt mcognizer, but tba BRAC analysis dom not adequately address, the 
envimnoumral. noise. and operational lmpaeu of rlre pmpossl r4ignmcnt on ea~t~l 
Nutth thmlina. Quoting the Navy mport: 

Vhe pared nali 
d&ill Mh Wk! 

nmtnt qf F-18 ainrq? to MCAS Chmy Point will rmdt in 
otkr snviwnmenti &npucts, wlU result in .ri 

bvala of opmadona owr 6-m North Can&a, and muy jeopm 
n@candy higher 

% KC fhc current g&at 
IUC abpuce pmposal for the Cherry 1 wul Cm MIAs. As a nsulr, si 
cnvi-ntul and legal challenges w incmusd utili~tuion oJMCAS & 

nijicut~t 

related aas& in North Car&no CM k expanses” 
swy Point and 

-- mnm -- 
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‘1 iYr>r 

LN ALHEHT April 2, 1993 
.:‘LI’ICI’“IRlTKM35 

‘IIERESA CANEPA 
X,N EDGREN AVE POTTEN Robert L. Meyer, Assistant Director 
~WTtl “RFLLANCl DMN 
:' !" Managar U.S. General Accounting Office 
I iiFD VEIJHER 441 G Street, N.W. 

Room 5100 
Washington DC 20548 

Sir: 

Thank you again for speaking with me this morning regarding 
the Defense Language Institute at the Presidio of Monterey. 
I am attaching a Fact paper that I have put together as my 
briefing outline for a meeting scheduled at 3:00 Monday 
afternoon with the Commission staff and several 
Commissioners. 

Part of my approach is to make the Commission and staff 
aware of the types of information available to the 
Secretary of Defense when he made his decision to pull the 
Presidio and DLI off of the list, as well as to provide 
them with specific information regarding the Army analysis 
that we believe to be very faulty. 

The Army's proposal was developed without coordination with 
the General Officer Steering Committee (GOSC), a multi- 
service general officer group that sets policy direction 
for DLI, or coordination with the Defense Language 
Institute itself. As a result, the analysts at TRADOC and 
Department of Army Headquarters misinterpreted some of the 
fundamental student load data. This mistreatment of the 
Training Mission then ripples throughout the analysis in 
terms of skewing the costs in favor of contracting out and 
moving to Ft. Huachuca. 

Additionally, we believe that the Army's analysis is based 
on the $37 million proposal by University of Arizona which 
appears to be a number that is not supported by any 
analysis, just a statement from the University. Our 
concern after looking at their presentation, is that they 
do not understand the full scope of the mission. 
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Additionally, major capital improvement costs have been 
left out of Army analysis. The University of Arizona did 
indicate a willingness to construct facilities, but not for 
free. Their $37 million mark appears to only address a 
portion of the language training mission, not the 
construction costs and not the full range of language 
training support missions. 

Our next issue is that the cost of the DLI mission in 
Monterey is grossly over inflated. The Army analysis 
charges DLI with the base operation costs of all Defense 
activities remaining on Ft. Ord after the 7th Division 
deactivates, even though DLI's mission needs at Ft. Ord are 
modest. Most of the proposed activities at Ft. Ord will 
support other Federal activities, such as the Navy 
Postgraduate School, the Defense Data Manpower Center, the 
retired community, et al. The community has argued from 
the beginning that the Army's requested enclave was far 
beyond the needs of the military. 

In summary, we would appreciate it if your audit would 
focus on the appropriateness and completeness of the side 
by aide comparison of cost8 of Ft. Huachuca as compared to 
the Presidio of Monterey, an analysis of the proposal from 
the University of Arizona for its adequacy as the basis of 
comparison with the Army costs, and an audit of the 
specific mission required facilities at DLI needs that will 
located at the Presidio or at Ft. Ord. 

Sine rely, 

+ 
Fred Meurer 
City Manager 
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"AN INDUSTRIAL FAMILY" 

NNA TB NADEP NORVA ASSOCIATION 
c/O 1056 Saw Pen Point Trail, Virginia Boa&, VA 23455 

2 April 1993 

Dear Ms. Heivilin, 

On behalf of the 4,300 employees at NADEP Norfolk and as a follow-up to your recent 
visit to the NADEP, I am forwarding some information which you may find useful in 
your review of the Navy/DOD recosxeendation to close NADEP Norfolk. 

Following the completion of the Defense Depot Maintenance Council’s (DDMC) commodity 
study on engines. NADEP Norfolk prepared a “minority report” to capture the essence 
of our concern about the validity of the decision to move Norfolk’s engine work to 
Oklahome City ALC. After sharing our concerns with Congressman Pickett, the 
Congressman invited Mr. Mike Cocchiola, Executive Director for the Deputy Assistant 
Cormsander for Aviation Depots, and Mr. Dan Howard, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, 
to address some of the NADEP’s employees most directly affected by the DDMC 
decision. Mr. Cocchiola and Mr. Howard explained that the decision to take Norfolk 
out of the engine business was part of the Navy’s master plan which would establish 
our NADEP as the East Coast center for tactical tailhook aircraft repair and modifi- 
cation. This intent was documented in a series of high level Navy and DOD plans. 
Purthermore, Mr. Cocchiola and Mr. Howard convinced us that the lost engine work 
would be offset by new manufacturing work. Baaed on this information, the NADEP 
NORVA Association discontinued its challenge to the movement of our engine programs. 
Baaed upon recent events it appears that this decision was made prematurely. A copy 
of our “minority report” is hereby enclosed for your review and consideration. 

In reviewing the BSEC/BSAT military value computer model/matrix it became clear that 
NADEP Norfolk was hurt by the absence of an engine program. As a result, we have 
prepared a series of questions relating to the decision to move our engine programs 
to Oklahoma City ALC and the impact of that decision on the military value of NADEP 
Norfolk. These questions are enclosed as an “Engine Program Point Paper.” 

We have thoroughly reviewed the Navy’s military value matrix and the scores assigned 
to Norfolk relative to the associated questions. Serious concerns have arisen 
relative to the way the information our NADEP provided in response to a series of 
data calls was evaluated. These concerns have been captured in a series of specific 
questions about the assessment of Norfolk’s military value. These, too, are 
enclosed for your review and consideration. 

Pinally, a thorough review of the Navy’s “Yellow Book” raises still further concerns 
about the validity of the BSEC/BSAT recosxsendation to close NADEP Norfolk. These 
concerns are captured in a paper simply titled “Point Paper” (dated 30 March 1993). 
This information is also enclosed for your review and consideration. 

Very respectfully, 

kc. h&,,:, 
Ross Haines 
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OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 

Mr. Bob Meyer 
GAO Auditor 
Baee Closure and Alignment 

9 April 1993 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

Mr. Jerry Ghiselli, Naval Aviation Depot Alameda indicated you 
might be contacting ma to discuss the relationships among 
Capacity, inventory and lead time. I did my dissertation 
research on the benefits of adopting Synchronous 
Manufacturing/Theory of Constraints at Alameda Aviation Depot, I 
built two large scale simulation models based on the processes at 
the engine components division at Alameda. The results have 
provided me with some insights as the ~8% of capacity and the 
eZfsct of Capi?&ity utilization on lead time and inventory. 

I believe that the use of higher levels of capacity, required by 
the closures of several depots, will drastically increase the 
lead time required to rework units. This increase in lead timr 
will lead to an increase in the amount of spares required and, as 
a direct result, higher levels of expense in inV%ntOry. The 
relationship between work-in-process inventory is not a linear 
relationship. It appears that even relatively small increases in 
work-in-process lead to large increases in the lead time required 
for material to flow through a shop. I've experimented with 
increasing the utilization of capacity in the models I've built 
and the results indicate a very large increase in lead time, In 
addition, I've found that this increased utilization makes the 
depot environment much more complex and difficult to manage. 

My work has shown that dramatic reductions in lead time required 
to rework unite at a depot is possible by implementing 
Synchronoue Manufacturing/Theory of Constraints. However, these 
improvements may well not be possible if capacity is tightly 
constrained at all depots. ay attempting to balance capacity 
with demand the entire system becomes a Capacity constrained 
resource. 

The depot environment is different. The requirements on any firm 
in remanufacturing/repair operations are more demanding than a 
traditional job shop. The capacity measurements traditionally 
used will not provide useful results in this 9nVirOnment. 
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I will be glad to provide you with any further lnfOn\atiOn. I 
can be contacted at the numbers below. 

V. Daniel R. Wide, Jr., Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Operations Management 
College of Business and public Administration 
Old Dominion University 
Norfolk, VA 23529 
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April 6, 1993 

Mr. Bob Meyer 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Meyer, 

I am writing to you regarding the proposed closure of the Naval Aviation Depot and 
Naval Air Station in Alameda, California and the process of how the Navy arrived at its 
recommendations. I work at the Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda and my position is 
that of Chiof Enginesr and Technical Director. As an educated, trained and 
experienced engineer and engineering manager, I deal with facts when solving 
problems. It is from this factual sense that I provide the following for your 
consideration: 

1. We responded to numerous data calls from our headquarters. All of these had 
very short response times. The data pages numbered into the hundreds. 

2. It is apparent that the Navy Base Structure Evaluation Committee (BSEC) did not 
use the data to make their recommendations. Why do I say that? 

a. Several questions appeared in the final report that were not part of any data 
call that we received. For example: 

(1) Pg No. IO, Qst Ltr e under Production: “Is the amount of total annual 
depot level Aircraft Modification work greater than 10% of the DON total?” 

Alameda received “0” for this and question 10d (15%) however Alameda 
is currently performing the Navy’s largest aircraft modification program, 
the EP-3 ARIES II. 

(2) Questions 4.c 6.c 7.c, and 10.~ under Facilities and Equipment ask if the 
NADEP has “special facilities, equipment, or skills to perform” airframe repairs, 
engine repairs, component repairs, and aircraft modifications. 

Alameda received “0” for all four of these 1.69 point value questions 
(10.~ is 1.36) however NADEP Alameda is currently capable and is 
currently performing all these functions. 

(3) Questions 13.~ and 13.d under Cost: Is the actual overhead cost rate 
applied to direct labor less than $36/hour and is the actual hourly direct labor 
cost less than $23/hour? 
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Alameda received “0” on these 3.70 point value (each) questions 
however these questions were not in any of our data calls. 

b. The Naval Air Station, Alameda is currently capable of homeporting several 
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers. The naval base at Everett, Washington is an 
incomplete facility and is currently not capable of homeporting a nuclear-powered 
aircraft carrier (CVN). The BSEC made two erroneous assumptions. 

(1) That Everett is a complete and useable facility. (the Navy has 
conservatively estimated that it will cost at least $700M to complete Everett) 

(2) That all piers are equal. (The Navy’s BSEC is apparently unaware of the 
unique Department of Energy requirements including shore power and 
support services that are required to properly berth a nuclear-powered aircraft 
carrier at a pier) 

(3) With regard to strategic location, it takes a CVN about one hour from 
NAS Alameda to reach open water outside San Francisco Bay and then about 
16 hours to the training area off San Diego. From Everett, it takes 7-8 hours 
to reach open water followed by a day and a half to reach the San Diego 
training area. Being in the center of the west coast and near open waters, 
NAS Alameda is clearly located more strategically than Everett, Washington. 

The BSEC concluded by giving Everett more points than Alameda for capability to 
berth nuclear-powered aircraft carriers. This was a major error. It would be 
interesting to trace the “certification” process of the Everett data. 

It is clear to me that the BSEC was unable to reach a decision from the data 
collected. Instead of calculating “military value”, the BSEC used their “military 
judgement” by taking a map of the United States of America and determining 
where they would like “things” to be, considering goals like consolidating all 
training, establishing master jet bases, and looking for major navy concentrations 
that could be entirely eliminated (these ended up being Charleston, SC and the 
San Francisco Bay Area). The BSEC then went into the data base and: 

(I) looked for capabilities that would justify the retention of the Naval Aviation 
Depot at Cherry Point, North Carolina and the Naval Aviation Depot at 
Jacksonville, Florida. The BSEC concluded that Cherry Point has unique 
“composite repair” capability and Jacksonville has unique “electro-optics” 
capability. The BSEC failed to recognize that other Naval Aviation Depots 
perform composite repairs and that the electro-optics equipment at 
Jacksonville could be easily relocated. The BSEC also concluded that 
movement of workload from Alameda, Pensacola and Norfolk would 
significantly increase the military value of the three remaining NADEPs. 
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(2) used the data base to justify the cost savings of closing the “remaining” 
facilities. 

The remainder of my comments relate to a significant part of the process that was 
overlooked by the BSEC and that is unique capabilities and the costs (dollars and 
loss of readiness) to move these capabilities to other Naval Aviation Depots. 

The Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda has a number of unique programs and 
workloads that the Navy is not planning to eliminate. Therefore, these programs 
and workloads must be moved, at great expense, to other locations. The following 
is a brief list of these unique programs: 

a. Of all six Naval Aviation Depots, Alameda has the largest component 
program. The work involves the depot-level repair of aviation components 
removed at the organization and intermediate maintenance levels and sent to 
the depot level (since the O&I levels are not capable to effect the repair). 
Alameda has unique capability for over 5,000 components, i.8, capability 
currently does not exist at the other five Naval Aviation Depots. To move this 
capability elsewhere would involve: 

- relocation/re-installation of industrial plant equipment 
- relocation of unique program support and test equipment 
- development of new technical work orders at the gaining activity 
- relocation of the material spares inventories 
- hiring and training of personnel at the gaining activity or moving the 

NADEP Alameda personnel under Transfer of Function 
- probable facility modification and/or MILCON 

The above steps are involved in what we call capability. The development of 
capability is a very expensive process. The COBRA input, used by the Navy, did 
not consider the relocation costs for unique programs. For consolidation/ 
realignment purposes, it would seem that a simple and effective approach would 
be to examine those f-lava1 Aviation Depots which have the smallest number of 
unique programs/workloads, because this would translate to the lowest costs to 
move to another location. Previous navy studies have consistently shown that 
Naval Aviation Depot, Jacksonville is the lowest cost depot to close, simply 
because Jacksonville has the smallest (of all six NADEPs) number of unique 
programs. 

b. Alameda is the only overhaul depot for the Navy’s S-3 aircraft and T56 and 
TF-34 engines. All of the above comments about the costs of moving capabillty 
apply to these major programs. Alameda is also the sole depot for the Air Force 
TF-34 engine (A-10 aircraft). Again, COBRA did not consider the true costs to 
relocate these programs (and their capabllity). 

4 
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c. Alameda is the Navy’s Cognizant Field Activity (engineering and logistics 
center) for the P-3 and S-3 aircraft and the T56 and TF-34 engines. This 
engineering staff of several hundred performs the vital fleet support functions of in- 
service engineering, without which, many aircraft would be grounded as unsafe to 
fly. This cadre of engineers is the Navy’s corporate knowledge and history for the 
above programs. Although most of the P-3 aircraft depot maintenance is now 
accomplished at Naval Aviation Depot, Jacksonville (a December 1990 decision 
implemented in 1992 under “single-siting” because Jacksonville had no unique 
aircraft depot maintenance program), the P-3 Cognizant Field Activity resides at 
Alameda. Repairs, maintenance instructions for all three levels of maintenance, 
and major modifications for the P-3 are designed by the Alameda engineers. 
Recently, my P-3 engineers developed a totally new maintenance concept for the 
P-3 aircraft. When implemented, the new Phased Depot Maintenance (PDM) will 
reduce the fleet-level maintenance hours, improve the overall material condition of 
the P-3, and make the aircraft more available for flight. Our headquarters, the 
Naval Air Systems Command, has enthusiastically embraced this new PDM 
concept. In fact, they have directed the other Naval Aviation Depots to review the 
PDM concepts for application to Navy/Marine aircraft for which they are Cognizant 
Field Activity. 

It is doubtful that this highly experienced staff would relocate. Their aerospace/ 
aeronautical skills are very marketable. The loss of this corporate knowledge and 
history would be a major negative impact to the readiness of the P-3 fleet. It would 
take many years for another Naval Aviation depot to replicate such a required and 
necessary staff of experienced engineers. This also applies to the S-3 aircraft and 
T56 and TF-34 Cognizant Field Activity engineering staff. 

d. Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda competed with over twenty commercial 
aerospace companies and one U.S. Air Force Logistics Center (depot) for the task 
of paint stripping, corrosion treatment and repainting of the Air National Guard 
F-15 and F-16 aircraft. Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda won the competition and 
has been performing this work for two years. The major reason that the Air 
National Guard had to contract out this work was that most of the Air National 
Guard aircraft paint facilities around the United States were not in compliance with 
environmental regulations and were secured. Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda has 
aircraft paint stripping, corrosion control, and painting facilities that meet all San 
Francisco Bay Area, State of California, and Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) pollution abatement regulations. In fact, in June 1992, the EPA formally 
recognized the Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda for its leadership and 
accomplishments of reducing paint air emissions by more than 50%. In addition, 
Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda has a new, environmentally compliant plating 
facility. This plating facility is state-of-the-art and undoubtedly one of the finest in 
the United States. It would not make sense (common or fiscal) to abandon these 
expensive facilities or to endure the cost of building duplicate facilities elsewhere. 

8. The Naval Aviation Depot, Alameda is also unique among the six Naval 
Aviation Depots in that it has a facility designed for the sole purpose of 
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repairing/modifying tactical missile guidance and control (G&C) sections. This 
missile G&C workload consists of SPARROW, PHOENIX, and SHRIKE. The Naval 
Aviation Depot, Alameda has also been selected as the depot for HARM and 
AMRAAM, with the latter selection conducted under competitive rules. In 1991, a 
Defense Depot Maintenance Council (DDMC) sponsored study, recommended that 
all Army, Air Force and Navy tactical missile G&C work be consolidated at 
Letterkenny Army Depot (LEAD) in Pennsylvania. To my staff of missile engineers, 
this recommendation made no sense because LEAD did not have the capabllity 
to perform the work, e.g. no trained people, no equipment, no facilities, etc. 
However, we were instructed to follow the decision and work with LEAD so they 
could gain capability. We have been doing that, however it is now two years 
since the recommendation. Following numerous Army, Navy, and Air Force 
meetings and the development of transition plans, nothing (people or equipment) 
has moved and no facilities have been modified/constructed at LEAD. In my 
opinion, many taxpayer dollars have been wasted because of a faulty study 
recommendation and the failure to recognize the true costs of developing or 
moving capablllty. 

3. All of this capability and workload translates to capacity. The Navy’s BSEC tried to 
look at capacity simply by looking at facility square footage by type of work. This is a 
very simplistic, ineffective approach. I have enclosed portions of minutes from a 
conference call. Page 6 talks to capacity. 

4. Finally, I believe that the Navy only scratched the surface in analyzing the “technical 
centers” listed in Attachment K of the Deoartment of Naw Analvzes and 
Recommendations (Volume IV) of March 1993. When you consider the hundreds of 
millions of dollars invested in the industrial NADEPs, it makes more sense to move the 
technical centers to the NADEPs than to close the NADEPs. 

Sincerely, 

-*4f 1 - d4 
Thomas E. McFarland 

Enclosure: 
4 pages of 3/26/93 conference call 

minutes among NAVAIRSYSCOM and NADEP 
Commanding Officers 

4 
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6 April 1993 

Honorable Charles Bowsher 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G St., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

Now that the Department of Defense has published its 1993 list 
of base closures, I am compelled to inform you why the Naval 
Aviation Depot and Naval Air Station in Alameda, California should 
be removed from that list. 

With premier corrosion control and component plating 
facilities amongst u depots and a long-standing, award-winning, 
dedicated commitment to producing the highest quality products for 
the Department of Defense, Naval Aviation Depot Alameda stands atop 
the list of defense industrial complexes. 

pnlv Naval Aviation Depot Alameda performs overhaul of S-3 
aircraft and related components. The S-3 is one of the most 
important support aircraft in Navy carrier air groups. Sustaining 
both P-3 and S-3 aircraft Cognizant Field Activity (CFA) 
responsibilities, Naval Aviation Depot Alameda retains pea Iv all, 
corporate engineering and logistical knowledge for tie two 
aircraft. Many P-3 and S-3 engineering and logistical staff 
indicate they are reluctant to pull up deep roots in the Bay Area 
and locate elsewhere if the programs move. This could 
detrimentally affect P-3 and S-3 aircraft programs. 

Many aircraft component repair and overhaul programs are 
supported & at Naval Aviation Depot Alameda. Many, like the 
missile program, are performed here at less cost than can be 
performed elsewhere. 

Naval Aviation Depot Jacksonville, Florida was spared from the 
1993 list of base closures. However, upon examination of the Naval 
Aviation Depot corporate economic figures provided by our command, 
Naval Aviation Depot Jacksonville has had the highest labor cost of 
all depots for the last two fiscal quarters. Due to locational 
nature, Naval Aviation Depot Alameda has suffered in the past from 
high labor costs, but over the last several years we have taken 
great strides towards reducing our costs and bringing them more in 
line with the other depots. Such reductions have come through 
modernization of facilities, reducing overhead, and finding more 
efficient, cost effective ways to process workload. 

The most recent base closure and realignment plan shows that 
of six original Navy depot level aviation repair facilities, two 
east coast repair facilities (Naval Aviation Depots Cherry Pt., NC 
and Jacksonville, FL) and one west coast repair facility (Naval 
Aviation Depot San Diego, CA) will remain. Considering the 
hundreds of millions of dollars it would cost to relocate Naval 
Aviation Depot Alameda programs and build new facilities elsewhere 
for those programs, the vulnerability the United States Navy will 
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experience having only one depot level aviation repair site on the 
west coast, and Naval Aviation Depot Alameda's impressive record on 
modifying, overhauling, and engineering A-6, S-3, and P-3 aircraft; 
T-56, J-52, and TF-34 aircraft engines; and the many other 
components that make Navy aircraft work, I have strong concern that 
closing Naval Aviation Depot Alameda is neither economically, 
strategically, nor politically fair to the Bay Area, the state of 
California, and our nation. 

My concerns regarding Naval Air Station Alameda are simple and 
straight forward. The only way to replace the nuclear aircraft 
carrier home porting capability, not to mention finding new homes 
for all the conventional aircraft carriers and other ships home- 
ported at Alameda, is for the Navy to build new facilities 
elsewhere. The most recent information I've obtained indicates 
these facilities would be constructed in San Diego, CA and Everett, 
WA. 

Officials say completion of the yet inoperative Everett 
complex will cost $500 million and construction of new facilities 
at San Diego will cost $100-200 million. Judging from past 
experience, actual costs will probably far exceed these numbers. 

Considering Naval Air Station Alameda already has all 
necessary home-porting facilities, has recently added a large tract 
of modern Navy housing to accomodate the increasingly large number 
of Navy families located in Alameda , and the fact that Alameda Navy 
families have recently indicated they are happy living in the Bay 
Area and are in no hurry to leave, I must exercise my right as a 
taxpayer to protest the idea of needlessly spending $l+ billion on 
new Navy shipyard facilities, new Navy family housing, and other 
coats associated with closing the Alameda Naval complex. 

If the Navy wants more modern facilities for its ships, why 
don't they just improve the facilities at Alameda? Why doesn't the 
Navy move the P-3 aircraft squadrons resident at the already 
closing NAS Moffett Field in Mountain View, CA to NAS Alameda where 
P-3 engineering, logistics, overhaul, repair, and modification 
facilities currently exist at the Naval Aviation Depot there? 
Closing Naval Aviation Depot Alameda and Naval Air Station Alameda 
won't eliminate the workload performed there. It will just be 
money spent elsewhere. The Bay Area is strategically one of the 
best locations the United States has to offer the United States 
Navy. Operation Desert Storm was a testament to that. 

Please do all that you can to enlighten the Base Closure and 
Realignment Commision and other government policy makers on the 
issues I have brought forth herein. We must oppose the seemingly 
insensible idea of closing Naval Aviation Depot Alameda and Naval 
Air Station Alameda. 

Ted E. Price 
Aerospace Engineer 
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H. JAMES SAXTON 
m- mwnrr 

QLongreml~ of tie @Web i?htatt# 
@USC of ~tprtirntatibti 
ilarfMfton. ZIU 205154003 

April 6, 1993 

Mr. Bob Meyer 
U.S. Gerneral Accounting Office 
441 G Street 
Room 5102 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

I was glad that you and Dave took time out of your busy 
schedules to meet with Steve Moffitt, Barry Rhoads and me. 

I have enclosed several documents that state clearly the 
problems associated with transporting fuel to Plattsburgh 
during the Winter. 

The Defense Logistics Agency believes that during normal 
operations there will be a 200 to 300 thousand barrel shortfall 
of JP-4 during the winter months of normal day to day 
operations. 

No contingencies could be conducted out of Plattsburgh 
during the winter without its storage tanks being emptied. 
Therefore, there is no way the Air Force can turn this base 
into the Mobile Regional Contingency Center as it has planned. 

I also believe that by calling General Gray or his staff 
at McGuire Air Force Base you will find that they have many 
serious concerns about carrying out the mission in the "north 
country. u 

I hope this information is helpful as you prepare your 
report. If you have any questions regarding the enclosed 
material, or the information we gave you at my office, please 
feel free to contact me. 

J= 
Jim Saxton 
Member of Congress 
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WASHINGTON, DC 206 10 

April 9, 1993 

Mr. Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
441 G St. WW 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Hr. Bowsher: 

We are writing to share our concerns about Defense Logistics 
Agency's recommendations to the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission to disestablish the Defense Logistics 
Services Center (DLSC) and to relocate the Defense Reutilization 
and Marketing Service (DRMS), both of which are currently located 
at the Federal Center in Battle Creek, Michigan. 

We believe there are significant errors in the information 
and assumptions used by the Department of Defense in formulating 
these recommendations. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) did 
not use the accurate information provided by tenants of the 
Battle Creek Federal Center in calculating the costs of 
operations there. DLA has not provided supporting information 
for its assumptions about costs that would be incurred in 
Columbus, Ohio if its proposed realignments were implemented. 
Critical mission requirements and capabilities of the present 
site were not appropriately weighed by DLA. We believe a more 
complete and accurate assessment of all costs associated with 
moving DLSC and DRMS missions would have yielded a very different 
recommendation. 

DLA's recommendations would have a devastating impact on the 
Battle Creek and Kalamazoo area economies and, if implemented, 
could result in additional loss of tenants and employees at the 
Federal Center. Because the analysis supporting DLA's 
recommendations is so inadequate, implementation might actually 
result in higher costs to the government and significant 
disruption in the essential missions of these agencies. 

GAO's report on the 1991 BRAC recommendations cited 
"inaccurate data," "inadequate documentation of decision-making 
and deliberation," and "improper pre-selection of candidates for 
closure/realignment" as major problems. All of those factors 
should be investigated with respect to the DLA's 1993 BRAC 
recommendations. 
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Mr. Charles A. Bowsher 
April 9, 1993 
Page Two 

We formally request that you examine at least those issues 
outlined in the attached questions as you review the work that 
the Department of Defense has presented to the Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission. 

Thank you for your attention to these concerns. 

United States Senator 

Nick Smith 
Member of Congress 

enclosure 

cc: The Honorable James A. Courter, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1425 
Arlington, VA 22209 
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GEORGE V. VOlNOVlCH 
GOVERNOR 

STATE OF OHIO 
WASHINGTON OFFICE 

THOMAS F. X. NEEDLES 
DIRECTOR 

MIKE DEWINE 
LT. GOVERNOR 

444 N. Capitol Street, N.W. l Suite 546 l Washington, DC. 2OWl l (202) 624.5644 
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INFO-TION PAPER ON AIR NATDUAL GUARJJ 
REALIGUMBNT AS LOOlCBD AT BY 1992 

EME CLGSDRE EXECDl'rvE GRDUP (BCW) 

B Dua to high operational coats, Riokenbaclcor AWGB was . 
identified for closure by the 1991 ~atsl~e R5aligmnent and Cloeuro 
(BRAc) Commisrion. 

The two Air National Guard (AND) and one Air Forao Re55rve (AF 
REC) flying units located there were programmed to mave to Wright 
PattersOn Air FarC8 BaB0. 

Ricrkenbacker Airport wae aubseguently opened to oomm5.rcial use 
which preoonted an option to moving the ARC unita. 

AEG units typically operate for very low coats on aivilian 
airfield5. 

Coat studias ohowed that leaving the ARG unit5 at Ricksnbackor ao 
tenante to the newly formed Rickenbackar Fort Authority tuaa more 
cost eff5ctive than moving the units to Wright Patterson AFB. 

pRoBLEHl After Rickenbacksr beaame a oivilian airfield, the 
Governar of Ohio proposea the option of leaving the ANG unit5 at 
Rickenback5r a5 t5nants. 

For unknown reamona, but undu the pretense of "exce5LI Capaaityn 
at Wrignt Patterron AFB, the BCEC only explored two OPtionP: 

1. Move Rickenbacker unite to Wright Patterson AFB. 
2. Rove the Springfield ANG unit to Wright Patterson AFB. 

In reality, cost analyses reilect that neither option is dost 
afsactiva. The payback period in both case8 ia iar beyond 20 
yearm. 

AwaX;YsZS: ANG unite on civilian airfields are effioient 
operations and vary i;lolrPenztiva'to operate. Thue, there is not 
much to be savad in operating coets if a unit fm moved onto an 
active base. 

Conversely, moving is expensive. Change always incur5 
oonetruction coete which are oxpensive. Closing/activating 
facilitiee, and moving people and equipment are also oxpensive. 

One of the, eight criteria oonsioered by the BRAC oommieoion 
r5guireB a return an invemtment (ROI) of B years or 1~8. 

Typical AEG cost modal.5 reflact ROT'S of 20-100 years and up. 
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m This information was obtaLnea from published 
minutes of 1993 Air Form ECEG m8alxtngs. 

12 January 1993 -- General Sboppard, NGB/cF, premented a 
briefing on potential aloaul!O and real&nmant of AWG units. 
Aaoumptiono were that ARG unita hay within statem and move to 
aotive Air Foraa in8tallatione. 

Since eavlngm would be low (a8 diacuseed above), tha AWG only 
l valuatea potentially low costa movem. General Sheppard*e slides 
refloated 31 ARG units as possibls options. 

After asecmming each barn,, the AWG reoommendea three (3) 
potantial options for further evaluation (Great Falls, lFT; 
MoRntire, SC; Lincoln, NE). 

General Sheppard also proposed leaving ANG units in tha 
oantonment arsa at Riakmbaaker and the RCRG agreed that a11 
aomponente of thio proposal be evaluataa. 

1 February 1993 -- Genaral Sheppard briefed on ANG excursions 
developed for the Al?0 loaationm ieentifird in thr 12 January 1993 
meeting. 

The AWG dovelops three excursione moving Great Falls IAP to 
Maletrom APB, however, non8 of them war+ muffiaiantly attractive 
to warrant iusthar aoneidarnttion. 

The AWG prepared two l xauroiono for moving MaEntire to Shaw ABE, 
aa they were olearly not l ffeotive. 

The Lincoln to Offutt excursion appeared to bm aort effaotiva and 
thr BCNG directed the AWG to perform a mite survey on t-hi8 
exoureion. 

Caneral Sheppard again raaonmendad leaving the Riaksnbacker units 
in the cantonment area and also stated the AWG would prefer 
keeping the Guard unit at Springfield. The aoete comparison 
mruamary only reflected two options: 

1. Riakenbacker unit8 to Wright Patterson APR. 
2. Springfiald unit to Wright Patterson APR. 

An additional oxaursiod of moving Tucson to Davis Monthan AFB wa# 
aleo rsviawed. This move would require $60 million in 
aonetruatfon and would )~lyar yield a paybaak. 

9 February 1993 -- Lt Colonel Callaghan, AS/XCJOR, briefocI 
propoeed rediredion of move.a previously dirmcted by BRAC I and 
II. 

A 
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One propomal wa8 for AWG unite at Rickenbackar to renain in the 
cantonment area and the Bpringfield unit would PWB to Wright 
Patterson AFB. 

10 February 1993 -- Tha BCEG rwi.awul l mti~tO6 for mwing the 
Sprinqfiald unit to Wright Patterson, Rmtimtod ao8ta wore 83 
million for acnetruction and $1 million to rolocato for h total 
of $4 million. Roaurring swinga were aatimatod at approxinately 
$1 million pu year. 

The BCEO reviawad 31 AWG unite (locations) for possible The BCEO reviawad 31 AWG unite (locations) for possible 
relocation to active Air Porte baaam (did not inaluda relocation to active Air Porte baaam (did not inaluda 
Ricksnbaukor or Springfield). Ricksnbaukor or Springfield). 

Various excuraione ware axaninsd for eaab propored AWG move. The 
exmrmione lookad at varlouo co&inations ot unit aircraft 
convermions, and faailitiae used on the active bass (new and/or 
exceesad) . 

Tha v excursion of all options raviewad aa8unedt 

1. The Guard would oonvort to KC-135 aircraft at %o coOt to 
BRAC!." 

2. The Air Force would aonaolldate KC-135 units to make room for 
the Guard to minimiem construction. 

Evsn with no-aoatjmin-cost aaoumptions, the paybaak on thi6 
exaurrion was eix y6a.m. 

An a separate i#8Ue, the BCRG reviewed a redireat of tb0 1991 
BRAC decision on Rickenbacker. 

Dua to %osaQss 6paa@ at Wright Patterson AFB, the BCEG reviewed 
Rickenbackar pi Springfield to move to Wright Pattuoon AyB. 

Springfimld warn an obvious lest9 aootly o&ion sinoe it wae only 
ona unit (Riokenbaakor warn two) and wan much alooer (15 nilas Vs. 
65 miles). 

Aftor a review of 31 AWG units and several excursions for moving, 
nons of the o tione presented a payback of less than oi% y@aro. 
And, this opt E on with a six year payback, assumed no aost t0 
convert a unit from F-16 aircraft to KC-135 aircraft. 

The BCEG erred in aoeuming that l@exaoms spacan at Wriqbt 
Patterson APB required w Springfield or Rickanbackar to 
move. 
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GEORGE J. MITCHELL 
UWI 

%inited $tetes Senate 
WASHINGTON. DC 205 lo-1902 

April 14, 1993 

The Honorable Charles A. Boweher 
Ccnngtroller General of the United States 
General Acoounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20549 

Dear Mr. Bowaherr 
I am writing to express my etrong opposition to any a&ion 

by the General Accountin 
s 

Office (GAO), in its report on the 
Defense Department's 199 baee closura and realignment 
recommendations, to single out Portsmouth Naval shipyard as a 
posoible substitute for either af the shipyards recommended for 
alo8ure 9 

As you know, under the law the GAO must submit by April 15 a 
report containing a detailed analy#ie of the Defense Department’8 
1993 base cloeuxe recommendationa and selection process. This 
i lWBt be a fair and balanced review that does not prejudice any 
particular facility not selected fox closure by the Defense 
Dapartment. 

In order to comply with the base closure law, the Navy 
undertook an analysie of shipyards that was conRistent with the 
approved force structure plan. A0 a result, it did not consider 
shipyard closure options that would cause a shortfall in the 
Navy'0 Capacity to support the workload assooiated with that 
force etructure. Consequently, it would be counter to the law's 
requirement for consistency With the force structure plan, and 
therefore inappropriate, for GAO to suggest possible aubetitutee 
to the Defense Department's closure recommendations that would 
not support tho certified workload requirements, 

In light of the above, I strongly urge you to ensure that 
POrtsmOUth Naval Shipyard is not singled out aa u poesible 
substitute for either of the shipyards recommended for cloeure. 
Suah an action would unfairly pre udice 

1 
the Commission'6 review 

of shipyards and could unduly rnf uence Lte independent 
aeeeeement of the Defense Department'e recommendatione. 

I appreciate your immediate personal attention to this very 
important matter. 

G%orge 3. Mitchell 
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CoMKnEE 
APPROPRIATIONS 

SUIICOMMIYTEES: 
COMMERCE. JUSTICE. STATE 

AND JUDICIARY 
LEGISLATIVE 

“ICE CHAIRMAN 
SELECT COMMIITE ON HUNGER 

JAMES P. MORAN 
07” Dlrrllcr OF “I”oIwI* 

WA*HINO*clN OFFCf 
CongredES of tlje IHniteb W itee: 430 IAnwon HO”,, omcr BuILoI*G 

w*~wIwlwm. DC 200 1 S-4608 

@ou$e of 3iepredentatibes 
BBlaafiington, PC 20515-4606 

(202l225-4378 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
SERVICE TASK FORCE 

CO.CWIRMAN 

April 15, 1993 

Mr. Charles Bowsher 
Comptroller General of the United States 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

Attached is a copy of a report delivered to Mr. Robert Myer 
of the GAO by Julian W. Pore, Office Managing Partner of Arthur 
Anderson. The letter points out many deficiencies which his firm 
has found in analyzing the data provided by the Department of 
Defense in recommending closure or realignment of a large number 
of DOD activities in the National Capital Region. 

Specifically, they have found that the Cost of Base Closing 
and Realignment Actions (COBRA) model does not accurately 
determine costs associated with such major cost categories such 
as mission, personnel, overhead, and construction. 

Because the COBRA model is central to the analysis 
supporting these massive closures and realignments, I believe 
that this research by Arthur Anderson would be extremely useful 
as the GAO continues to analyze the Department of Defense's 
recommendations. If I can provide GAO with any further 
information, please contact me. 

es P. Moran 

JPM/jjg 

A 
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ARTHUR ANDERSEN &Co SC 

April 13, 1993 

US General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Attn: Mr. Robert Myer 
Room 5102 

Xrthur r\ndersen & Co. 

Suite 400 
One Thomas Circle LTV 
Washington DC 20005~5805 
202 833 5500 
202 833 515 Fax 

Dear Mr. Myer: 

As we discussed last week, Arthur Andersen is working on behalf of the Crystal City 
Consortium, the Office of Congressman Moran, and other interested parties to 
independently evaluate the analysis conducted by the Department of Defense (“Dow) which 
resulted in the recommendation to realign a significant portion of the naval commands 
presently located within the National Capital Region (“NCR”). In particular, our efforts 
have focused on an evaluation of the Cost of Base Closing and Realignment Actions 
(“COBRA”) analysis as cost savings is reported to be the primary rationale for this 
realignment. 

To date, we have completed the following tasks: 

. Familiarized ourselves with the Navy and DOD base closure (and realignment) 
process and analytic framework. 

. Re-created the NCR arithmetic conclusions from the COBRA analysis by 
loading inputs into the COBRA model. We received both the inputs and the 
model from the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission (“BE’). 

. Copied, reviewed, and inventoried all relevant documents from the BCC 
Library (“BCCL”) pertaining to the NCR. We have visited the BCCL several 
times to ensure we have accessed all available information. In addition, we 
reviewed other relevant background documents and reports, such as reports on 
the 1989 and 1991 base closure processes. 

. Compared and verified the COBRA inputs with the “Certified Data Calls” 
obtained from the BCC and other information received from the Navy. 

l Performed sensitivity analyses on the results of the COBRA analysis. 

Our more general comments include the following: 

. The COBRA computer model is a “black box” model. It is nearly impossible 
to penetrate it to understand its implicit calculations (i.e., the relationship 
between input and output is not always clear). It is not possible to verify the 
accuracy of the result, let alone unstated but potentially significant assumptions 
internal to the model. 

A 
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. Documentation supporting the assumptions to the COBRA analysis is severely 
lacking. There are numerous “Certified Data Calls”, but we found little 
documentation linking raw information from the data calls to the COBRA 
analysis (particularly inputs where analysis or judgment is required). 

. COBRA was designed for closing or realigning entire military bases or major 
functions; it was not designed for realigning purely administrative commands; 
this, we believe, requires a different kind of analysis. 

. As applied to the NCR, the COBRA analysis measures the impact of a 
potential realignment und a change the method of procuring space. In other 
words, in the case of the NCR, the COBRA analysis confuses a locational 
analysis with a lease versus own analysis. There is no ability to disaggregate 
the results to determine to what extent the locational analysis I- the 
realignment decision -- separately affects the end result. Moreover, we believe 
the COBRA model is not as suited to a “lease versus own” analysis. 

. The GSA, as well as the Navy, have conducted indepth studies of housing 
alternatives in the NCR. The proposed realignment is inconsistent with much 
of that work. There is no reconciliation or explanation of what has come 
before. This is particularly germane in that basic assumptions -- such as the 
requirement of individual commands to be located proximate to the 
Pentagon -- are widely divergent. 

What follows are more specific comments, focusing on four of the six major cost categories 
in the COBRA analysis: mission, personnel, overhead, and construction. 

Mission 

According to several DOD and BCC sources, “mission costs” include changes in 
operating costs not identified elsewhere in the model. Rent savings are often 
included in this category (or in overhead). However, we have not been able to trace 
prospective rental savings back to DOD-supplied lease cost estimates reportedly taken 
from Certified Data Calls. The black box nature of the COBRA model prohibits a 
property-by-property rental rate evaluation. As such, actual costs and market driven 
escalation rates cannot be traced. Further, the rental rate used in the COBRA 
analysis is GSA’s standard level usage charge (“SLUC”), which bases charges on 
market lease rates and GSA overhead. These rates are often considerably higher 
than the actual rental rates charged by the landlord(s). Since this is primarily a 
transfer of costs between two federal government entities, it is, we believe, 
inappropriate to integrate this higher rate into the COBRA analysis which has the 
effect of distorting the results. These costs could approach a stabilized annual 
premium of between $5.0 million and $10.0 million over market rental rates. 
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Personnel 

The recommendations set forth in Base Realignment and Closing 1993 (“BRAC-93”) 
assume defacto that significant personnel savings can be generated by realigning 
individual commands, and by implication that these savings can only be realized 
through a realignment. This results in a total present value savings of approximately 
$475.0 million (discounted at 7.0 percent), or 80 percent of total BRAG93 net 
savings for the NCR. There is no reason to expect that these same savings could not 
be realized at the current command locations through a re-organization of proximate 
functions. Our experience in private industry would suggest that “in place” personnel 
eliminations are entirely achievable. 

We find no materials whatsoever to document this conclusion -- that is, that the 
personnel eliminations can only be achieved by a realignment. In response to a 
request from Congressman Moran, The Department of the Navy, Office of the 
Secretary, has indicated that the number of “positions identified as eliminated” came 
from individual Certified Data Calls. In search of the facts, we reviewed all data calls 
in the BCCL, including an inventory of data calls received from each command 
dated March 17, 1993. Only one of these Certified Data Calls related to the NCR, 
and it provided no support whatsoever for the number of “positions identied as 
eliminated”. In the same correspondence from Congressman Moran, the question was 
asked, “Does the analysis consider to what extent these eliminations could be 
implemented in existing locations?” The response was “No”. We are left to conclude 
that no support is available, that the case is not proven, and that cost savings 
attributable to personnel eliminations cannot be included as economic support for the 
NCR realignment. 

Overhead 

Although rental costs are reported to have been incorporated in mission costs, the 
volume of overhead savings for certain clusters (e.g., Cruitcom, Patuxent River, and 
SPCC) suggest that rental costs may have also been incorporated in overhead. 
Therefore, our comments on mission costs also apply to overhead costs. Further, the 
actual components of overhead costs and savings are unclear. As such, the results 
cannot be verified. 

Constructton 

The recommendations set forth in BRAC-93 assume that no capital improvements 
will be required for substantially all of the existing office space which will receive 
realigned personnel. A field inspection of the space anticipated to accommodate the 
BRAC-93 realigned personnel indicates that a significant amount of this space is 
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substandard and does not meet current GSA standards. Such space will then require 
considerable investment prior to occupancy, 

For example, approximately 740,000 rentable square feet of office space will be 
required to accommodate the personnel realigned to the White Oak Facility (3,799 
personnel). The COBRA analysis provides for 110,000 rentable square feet of new 
construction and 80,000 rentable square feet of renovated space. No provisions are 
made for the 5S0,OOO rentable square feet of remaining office space requirements. 
Our field inspection indicates that there are 200,000 rentable square feet of existing 
available space at the facility. This space does not conform with GSA fire safety 
standards, as it lacks sprinklers, and is reported to contain a considerable amount of 
asbestos. This space will require additional renovation to comply with Navy office 
space standards. Additionally, this space will require additional renovations to 
comply with Navy office space requirements. The remaining 350,000 rentable square 
feet of office space that will be required at the White Oak facility will require a 
combination of new construction and renovation. Our preliminary estimate 
(discounted at 7.0 percent) for these additional construction costs at the White Oak 
facility is between $50.0 and $70.0 million. Other receiving facilities have similar 
problems, though of lesser magnitude. We are forced to conclude that construction 
costs generally are substantially understated. 

Beyond the aforementioned, there are items germane to the analysis of a large-scale 
relocation that were not given adequate consideration. First, the BRAC-93 evaluation of 
realignment costs did not consider other significant recurring costs, such as commutation 
costs, which will likely be incurred as a result of commands being relocated farther from the 
Pentagon and major Navy contractors, even when the efficiencies of collocation, such as at 
the Patuxent River facility, are considered. Based on surveys previously prepared by GSA 
and the Navy, our preliminary estimate of the additional cost of commuting to the Pentagon, 
major Navy contractors, and commercial airports, as well as between the new, more remote 
commands, may approach $70.0million (discounted at 7.0percent). Moreover, the COBRA 
analysis did not incorporate the productivity losses which are normally attributable to a 
large-scale relocation. These costs, in our experience, can be quite significant. 

Second, the BRAC-93 evaluation of the NCR includes the realignment of 1,607 personnel 
from Philadelphia to Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. Since neither of these facilities are 
within the NCR, and since the prospective savings of the realignment is $78.0 million 
(discounted at 7.0 percent,) it obfuscates the savings inherent in the realignment of the 
SPCC cluster and the NCR commands under consideration. 

Third, no credit was given for the Navy’s ability to reasonably secure favorable lease rates in 
today’s market. In fact, the manner in which rental rates are calculated (ignoring, for the 
moment, any GSA subleasing profit) could overstate actual rents today by $3.00 to $4.00 per 
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rentable square foot. It has been our experience that major, high credit tenants typically 
seek and receive rental rate reductions in today’s market in exchange for lease term 
extension. 

Conclusion 

There are very significant gaps in the analytic process starting with the collection of data to 
the conclusions derived from this data. The COBRA model introduces many items, such as 
the savings from personnel eliminations, which are confusing and potentially lead to 
erroneous results. The case for a realignment has simply not been made. Further, the up 
front costs, represented by the total adjusted construction and moving costs may not be 
justified when one considers what could be a very long pay back. The basic presumption of 
this analysis -- that is a predetermined conclusion to realign selected commands from the 
NCR -- is flawed. In no way have the efficiencies and savings which could be achieved in- 
place been examined. If the real issue is a lease versus own decision, then the analysis and 
conclusions presented do not provide the basis for an informed, business-like decision. 

1 1 * * * 

I hope this brief summary of our findings is helpful as you finalize your evaluation. I will 
keep you up-to-date as our evaluation continues. We would welcome the opportunity to 
meet with you. Please contact me at your convenience if we can be helpful in any way. 

Very truly yours, 

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. 

cc Governor L. Douglas Wilder 
Senator John W. Warner 
Senator Charles S. Robb 
Congressman James P. Moran 
James B. Hunter III 

SM%OZM\Mycr.U)2 
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City of Chicago 
Richard M. D&y. Mayor 

Vcparlmtnl ~1 Avialinn 

IhId R. Mosena 
Commlrsmntr 

Mr. Robert Meyer 
Assistant Director 
NSIAAD/DMN 
General Accounting Office 
44 G Street, N.W., Room 5102 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Meyer: 

As you know, the Base Realignment & Closure Commission is now 
considering the Department of Defense's recommendation to 
close and relocate the military installation at O'Hare 
International Airport. Unlike the vast majority of base 
closures being considered by the Commission, this 
recommendation is in response to a proposal by the City of 
Chicago. As someone involved in evaluating whether the 
recommendation is in keeping with the intent of the closure 
legislation, I would like to bring certain pertinent facts 
about our proposal to your attention. 

The Mayor of the City of Chicago made this proposal for two 
reasons, which I believe demonstrate its uniqueness as well as 
the responsible nature of the suggested action to the national 
interest as opposed to a parochial desire. 

First, O'Hare is the busiest airport in the world and 
congestion and delay problems at O'Hare affect the entire 
national aviation system. The findings of the Chicago Delay 
Task Force, a jointly commissioned study by the City of 
Chicago, the Federal Aviation Commission and the airline 
tenants at O'Hare, determined that over 100,000 hours of delay 
are incurred annually at O'Hare, substantially more than any 
other airport in the United States. The direct operating 
costs associated with this magnitude of delay exceed $188 
million annually. The resolution of this problem is 
particularly critical today in light of the serious financial 
condition of the nation's airline industry. Operational 
improvements that can be implemented as a result of the 
proposed military relocation will play a key role in reducing 
delay problems at O'Hare and across the country. 

Second, the Mayor is committed to aggressively identifying all 
opportunities to maximize economic development for Chicago. 
Since the City is the owner of the busiest airport in the 
world, we must utilize every opportunity for airport-related 
development in order to provide jobs for the people of the 
City and the region. The relocation of the existing military 
installations at O'Hare will permit us to accomplish this goal 
while at the same time providing an economic stimulus to the 
new military host community. 
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The enclosed materials are intended to demonstrate how the City's proposal is 
consistent with the intent of base closure legislation and to address some of the 
specific concerns already raised by some members of the Commission. 

The request by the City of Chicago that the military installation located at the 
world's busiest airport be closed and its current tenants relocated is exactly 
the type of community recommendation contemplated in Section 2924, of the Base 
Closure and Realignment Act. The Committee Report accompanying the bill states 
specifically that: 

"...[in] the painful process of base closure, special consideration ought 
to be given to communities that actually want their local facility 
closed." (H.R. Rep. No. 101-665, p.388.) 

Regarding the concerns raised by the Defense Finance and Accounting Services 
(DFAS) analogy, we understand the responsibility that you have to carefully 
consider the perception among some that our proposal could possibly create a 
nationwide bidding war for either the retention or closure of military bases. 
We do not believe that such an interpretation of our proposal is warranted (see 
attached discussion). Rather, we believe that, in addition to the specific 
statutory direction authorizing it, our proposal is consistent with the current 
federal policy of optimizing the use and coordination of our nation's military 
and civilian air transportation infrastructure. Furthermore, the Commission, 
unlike a federal, state or local purchasing agency, is not and cannot be, 
pursuant to its enabling legislation, guided in determining its recommendations 
to selecting the lowest or highest responsible bidder as the case may be. The 
Commission will make, as they have in the past, recommendations based upon the 
eight statutory selection criteria. 

We believe that our request warrants the Commission's favorable consideration 
because it meets their eight criteria for review (see attached discussion) and 
will benefit all parties involved. Airfield, roadway and commercial development 
of the site will benefit not only the local economy but also enhance the 
efficient operation of the national air transportation system. The receiving 
location will benefit from the economic stimulus brought by the relocated units, 
and relocation will enable the military to enhance its operational readiness and 
potential for increased force structure. 

I have also enclosed, for your information, an Executive Summary of our recently 
published economic impact study which I believe powerfully demonstrates the 
impact of commercial aviation activity at O'Hare International Airport -- 339,300 
permanent jobs and more than $13.5 billion personal income annually. 

I hope you found this letter and its enclosures helpful. Should you desire 
further details, please do not hesitate to contact me at 312-744-6886. 

ioner 

Enclosures 
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CONGRESS OFTHEUNJTEDSTATES 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COHUIITIES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 ARMtD SERVICES 
MERCHANT MARINE b FlSHERlES 

April 20, 1993 
s3- la55 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General. of the United States 
Ganeral Accounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Bowsher: 

We are writing this letter to request the assistance of the 
GAO in evaluating the criteria used to disestablish the Norfolk 
Logistics Systems Business Activity (NLSBA) pursuant to the Base 
Closure and Realignment Acts (P.L. loo-526 and P.L. 100-510). 

This afternoon, we received the enclosed document from the 
employees of the NLSBA. Based upon that communication and data 
ws received earlier when touring the facility, we have serious 
reservations about the cost effectiveness of the recommendations 
of the Secretary of Defense. 

We request that the GAO review the cost effectiveness of the 
OSD recommendations to the Base Closure and Realignment 
commission regarding the NLSBA and military value matrices 
developed for that facility. We would greatly appreciate it if, 
as a part of that review, GAO personnel could schedule a site 
visit of the NLSBA. 

Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter. If 
you have any questions, please be sure and let us know. 

Owen B. Pickett 
Member of Congress / orman Sisisky / 

P 
Member of Congress 
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19 April 1993 

The Honorable Owen Pickett 
2430 Rayburn Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Pickett: 

On 17 April 1993, you met with a group of employees from the 
Information Processing Center located at the Norfolk Naval Base, 
Norfolk, Virginia. 

In response to our discussion, we are submitting the following 
information under enclosure (1) dealing with the concerns that we 
have with the credited score we received on the MegaCenter 
selection list. 

We are grateful for the support that you have given and will 
continue to give us. 

BOB PARKER 

On behalf of the employees of the Information Processing Center 

Encl: 
(1) Background/Facility Credited Scores 
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